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Ender's Shadow explores the stars in this all-new novel...At the end of Shadow of the Giant, Bean

flees to the stars with three of his children--the three who share the engineered genes that gave him

both hyper-intelligence and a short, cruel physical life. The time dilation granted by the speed of

their travel gives Earth's scientists generations to seek a cure, to no avail. In time, they are

forgotten--a fading ansible signal speaking of events lost to Earth's history. But the Delphikis are

about to make a discovery that will let them save themselves, and perhaps all of humanity in days to

come.For there in space before them lies a derelict Formic colony ship. Aboard it, they will find both

death and wonders--the life support that is failing on their own ship, room to grow, and labs in which

to explore their own genetic anomaly and the mysterious disease that killed the ship's

colony.Shadows in Flight is the fifth novel in Orson Scott Card's Shadow Series.
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Well, what do you know! They've finally released the real book! I downloaded the sample and

compared it to "Enhanced" version. The current Kindle version, "Length: 305 pages (Contains Real

Page Numbers)", is no longer the older "Enhanced" hack job. Make sure the page doesn't say

"enhanced edition", and make sure it says it contains real page numbers, and you should (at long

last) be all set. For your convenience, direct links:Good: Shadows in Flight (The Shadow

Series)Yuck: Shadows in Flight, enhanced edition (The Shadow Series)-- Original review of

"enhanced edition" --The "enhanced edition" does have two short vignettes added in (about seven



paperback pages of text, total -- 13 paragraphs in chapter three, and 34 paragraphs in chapter

nine), and there are a few pictures. What the publisher isn't telling you, however, is that it's been

abridged out the wazoo. I took a word count on the full text, and it would be somewhere in the 75 to

(generously) 90 page range in a standard paperback. You only get one third of the story when you

get the "enhanced edition".Out of morbid curiosity (apparently in a temporary masochistic fugue), I

read the "enhanced edition". It is as if they took the story, ground it to a fine texture, centrifuged it,

and then killed off anything left living in it with a shot of ammonia.
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